Kathmandu University

Faculties No. of seats
Civil Engineering (Hydro Power) 60
Mechanical Engineering 60
Electrical & Electronics(Power/Com.) 60
Environmental Engineering 35
Computer Engineering 60
Geomatics Engineering 30
Total 300

Entrance schedule and eligibility

- Time of Exam: 1st week - 2nd week of August
- Forms distribution: 30 days before exam.
- Minimum eligibility for the application
  - Should have completed 10 + 2/Dip. Engg. or equivalent examination with Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (200 full mark) and Biology (100 full mark)
- Exam format: Physics; Chemistry; Math; English & General knowledge.
- Evaluation basis: 50% entrance basis.

Note: For Computer and Geometrics Engineering 50% marks in aggregate or 50% in PCM.
- should have completed 10 + 2/Dip. Engg. or equivalent examination with Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (200 full mark) and Biology (100 full mark)

Purbanchal University

Entrance schedule and eligibility.

- Time of Exam: August-September
- Forms distribution: Approx 30 days before the exam.
- Minimum eligibility for the application
  - Should have completed 10 + 2/Dip. Engg. with Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (100 full mark)
  - Should have secured minimum aggregate of 45%.
- Exam format: Physics; Chemistry; Math; English & General knowledge.
- Evaluation basis: 100% entrance basis.

Mid-western University

Entrance schedule and eligibility.

- Time of Exam: August-September
- Forms distribution: Approx 30 days before exam.
- Minimum eligibility for the application
  - Should have completed 10 + 2/I. Sc./Dip. Engg. with subject of Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (100 full mark)
  - Should have secured minimum aggregate of 45%.
- Exam format: Physics; Chemistry; Math; English; Drawing
- Evaluation basis: 100% Entrance examination marks. At least 40% mark in aggregate should be secured to pass the entrance exam.

Far-western University

Entrance schedule and eligibility.

- Time of Exam: August-September
- Forms distribution: Approx 30 days before exam.
- Minimum eligibility for the application
  - Should have completed 10 + 2/I. Sc./Dip. Engg. with subject of Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (100 full mark)
  - Should have secured minimum aggregate of 45%.
- Exam format: Physics; Chemistry; Math; English; Drawing
- Evaluation basis: 100% Entrance examination marks. At least 40% mark in aggregate should be secured to pass the entrance exam.

Pokhara University

Entrance schedule and eligibility.

- Time of Exam: August-September
- Forms distribution: Approx 30 days before exam.
- Minimum eligibility for the application
  - Should have completed 10 + 2/I. Sc./Dip. Engg. with subject of Physics (200 full mark), Chemistry (200 full mark), Math (100 full mark)
  - Should have secured minimum aggregate of 45%.
- Exam format: Physics; Chemistry; Math; English.
- Evaluation basis: 50% marks from the mark obtained in the entrance exam and 50% mark from the aggregate percentage of 10 + 2/Dip. Engg. or equivalent.

Note: Geometrics Engg. program is jointly organized by KU & Land management training centre, Dhulikhel and students of this course will get 75% subsidies in tuition fee from Government of Nepal.
**Indian Embassy**

*Available seats:*
Approx. 160 seats annually including Nepal-aid scheme and India - Nepal cultural scheme. (Seat may vary every year)

*Entrance schedule and eligibility*
- Time of Exam: 2nd week of May
- Forms distribution: 1st week of February

*Minimum eligibility for the application:*
- should have completed 10 + 2 with the subject of Physics, Chemistry, Math and English paper all of 200 marks
- should have secured minimum aggregate of 60% marks, 60% marks in PCM individually & 50% in English at class 12 or equivalent.
- Exam format:
  Physics - 30; Chemistry - 30; Mathematics - 30 English - 30 Total = 90

*Note: Marks of English will not be added in total but one should get minimum of 15 marks for eligible.*

*Course of study: CBSE course of Indian Government
*Evaluation basis: 100% entrance basis but it is noted that the entrance alone will not determine the selection criterion. The result will be published out within 10 days of examination. One should be in constant touch with the embassy not to miss the chance if selected.

*Note: +2 appearing students can also apply.*

---

**Japanese Embassy**

*Available seats:*
Approx. 5-7 seats annually. (Seat may vary every year)

*Entrance schedule and eligibility*
- Time of Exam: July/August
- Forms distribution: Approx. One month earlier of entrance exam

*Minimum eligibility for the application:*
- should have completed 10 + 2 with the subject of Physics, Chemistry, Math and English paper with at-least 75% in grade XII final exam.
- Exam format:
  Physics; Chemistry; Mathematics and English with Subjective and Objective exam in each paper.

*Note: Applicant must pass each subject individually.*

*Course of study: 10+2
*Note: +2 appearing students can also apply.*

---

**Other Embassies**

- Chinese Embassy
- Russian Embassy
- Pakistan Embassy
- Bangladesh Embassy
- German Embassy & others.

These countries provide some Scholarships in Engineering every year. Sometimes they announce in National Daily News Paper and sometime their websites only.